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Overview of the talk 

1. Qualifications, MER’s 

 

• Statistical information as a guideline to qualifications 

 

• The proposed technique: Principal Component 

Analysis, Factor Analysis 

Examples 

  

2. Fall statistics: Belgian situation 



 

Why MER’s and qualifications ? 

 

 basic idea: experienced rider and horse  less risk of accident 

Definition of MER based on : 

 - partial knowledge/information 

 - experience from riders officials and other experts 

 - gut feeling 

 - ???? 

 

 - include statistical analysis of database information 

Which factors on their own and as a combination are correlated with falls and 

eliminations ? 

Age of horse and rider, barely qualified, previous results, competing at 

international level since when, average number of successful / unsuccessful 

competitions per year at that level, number of competition as a combination, … 

Factor Analysis  

Principal Component Analysis 



 

How does this work ? 

Excel file with data on each international starter 

 

 - result: dressage, jumping and cross country 

 - level of competition 

 - age of horse  

 - age of rider 

 - horse/rider competing since when 

 - average competitions per year 

 - number of competitions as a combination 

 - … 

 - … 

  

Multidimensional 

highly correlated 

dataset 

Low dimensional 

uncorrelated 

dataset 

PCA, FA 



   

The principal component analysis = Data reduction due to correlations 

PC1 

97% of variation in data 

is along PC1 

Reduction of 2-dim data point 

(body length, length of wings) 

To 

1-dim data point= 

Projection on PC1 

Only 3% loss of variation 

! Noise ! 

Birds with a large body length do have a large length of wings + negation. 

Bumpus data set : measures of birds 



 

Example 1: Olympic decathlon 

Atl  100m     long   shot put  high    400m  110hurdle  disc    pole  javelin    1500m    total 

1    11.25    7.43    15.48    2.27    48.9    15.13    49.28    4.7    61.32    268.95    8488 

2    10.87    7.45    14.97    1.97    47.7    14.46    44.36    5.1    61.76    273.02    8399 

3    etc... 



 

Example 2: National records for women on 100,200,400,1500,3000m,maraton 

Samoa 

Cook Islands 



 
How to proceed ? 

 

1. Define the interesting factors, that might affect risk 

 

2. Query the FEI database and compose file with data 

 

3. Encode data for statistical analysis 

 

4. Perform the analysis 

 

5. Interpretation of the results 



High average intensity 

High sigma’s and sd’s 

- low R-factors in the highest resolution shell and for all data 

- high values of I/sigma in the highest resolution shell and for all data 

- low Wilson B-factor 

- high multiplicity and high number of observations 

Value on PC1 > 0  

Value on PC2 > 0  



 
Belgian NSF: Tony Mc Pherson 

NF: National competitions (all levels) 

Injuries of horses ? 

VLP 

 

No reliable info 

LEWB 

 

± reliable 

LRV: Rural riders 

 

Work in progress 

<90cm 

OK in 2012 

Question: Lifelong 3* qualification for exceptional horses ??? 


